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Abstract

In UK schools, there remains a compartmentalisation of English into ‘language’ and ‘literature’, evident in the ways that the subject is taught and examined and in the degrees to which teachers perceive themselves as being either a ‘language’ or a ‘literature’ teacher. In this paper, we suggest that an approach informed by cognitive linguistics and cognitive stylistics offers a wealth of affordances to the teacher who wishes to integrate aspects of linguistic and literary studies into their teaching. We argue that, in particular, the cognitive discourse grammar Text World Theory provides an accessible and usable set of pedagogical principles, and present two case studies of collaborative research with teachers in which they drew upon Text World Theory as a model for thinking about grammar teaching, literature teaching, lesson design, classroom talk and their own identity as a teacher of English. The data suggests that this approach may have positive benefits for students engaging in high-level linguistic analysis and the developing of responses to literature, and for teachers thinking about lesson and activity design.
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1. Introduction

In schools and universities in the UK, language and literature have often been regarded as discrete subjects and areas of expertise. We see such a polarisation as highly problematic, and argue that teachers can draw on the discipline of stylistics as a way of looking at and thinking about literature, using tools from linguistics as a way of bringing linguistic and literary studies together in the classroom. The argument for the use of stylistics in schools is in line with a growing movement amongst educators and academic researchers that seeks to re-invigorate and re-frame language work, drawing on alternative models that emphasise the cognitive, social and functional nature of language, as well as valuing the importance of reader-response in studying literature (e.g. Cushing, 2018a, 2018b; Giovanelli, 2016; Myhill, Jones and Watson, 2012; Yáñez Prieto, 2010). In this paper, we present and discuss data from research undertaken in UK schools that explores the value of the cognitive stylistic framework Text World Theory (Gavins, 2007; Werth, 1999) as a pedagogical model. In doing so, we draw attention to two distinctive but interrelated concerns. First, we argue that stylistics and Text World Theory offer a focused and principled way for teachers to think about the nature of literary response and a model from which decisions about classroom activities can be made. Second, we suggest that stylistics and Text World Theory offer a wealth of affordances to engage students in meaningful, contextualised language work and so bridge the language-literature divide. This paper thus builds on and develops recent work which has explored the potential for teachers drawing on stylistics and Text World Theory in schools (Cushing, 2018a, 2018b; Giovanelli, 2010; 2016; 2017).

This paper is organised in the following way. In section 2, we give a brief overview of the history of and discourses associated with language and literature work in UK schools. In sections 3 and 4, we position Text World Theory as a framework within cognitive linguistics generally and cognitive stylistics more specifically, introducing and outlining its operational parameters and previous pedagogical applications. In sections 5 and 6, we draw on two case studies, taken from research we have undertaken separately using Text World Theory with teachers in classrooms. We place these together since we believe that they demonstrate how
Text World Theory offers the potential both to develop students’ reading and critical skills and to provide an underpinning set of principles for the teacher to support the designing of lesson activities. Finally, section 7 offers some brief discussion and conclusions. Overall, the central argument of the paper is that stylistics - specifically Text World Theory - offers an accessible and innovative framework that has real benefits for teachers and students, both as a pedagogical grammar and a model of literary reader-response.

2. Language, literature and teachers

The perceived separation of language and literature is embodied throughout schools and universities in the UK in various forms, for example in separate GCSE qualifications, the greater proportion of literature than language graduates entering the teaching profession (see Blake and Shortis, 2010 for statistics), and the way that university departments are often organised into English language and English literature. We take this to be a problematic and reductive understanding of what English studies can and should be, as well as contributing factors to what some see as a hierarchy within English studies.

Literature has traditionally held a privileged position in English teaching in UK schools, often viewed as a valuable form of cultural capital (Gibbons, 2017; Mathieson, 1975; Shayer, 2013). Perhaps the most explicit and well-known record of this view is found in the Newbolt Report (Board of Education, 1921), where access to the literary canon is presented as a stepping stone to increased intellect, national pride and national cultural identity. Almost 100 years later, the same kind of rhetoric was to be peddled out again, resonating in Michael Gove's discourse on ‘cultural capital’ and the championing of exclusively canonical British literature at the heart of the English curriculum (e.g. Gove 2010; see Mansworth 2016 for a critique). The division between ‘language’ and ‘literature’ can be further perpetuated by the fact that the majority of secondary English teachers entering the profession have largely studied English literature as undergraduates, and therefore may have covered very little (if any) language or integrated work (e.g. Blake and Shortis 2010; Cajkler and Hislam, 2002). The issue of teacher knowledge and preparedness has been a historical problem that has diluted the success of various government initiatives in the past which have attempted to develop language-focused pedagogies in schools (see Giovanelli, 2014, pp. 9-24 for some discussion). In addition, the changing face of initial teacher education in the UK which has shifted from university-led to a more school-based system means that there is a danger that language work for beginning teachers, historically patchy (Bluett, Cockcroft, Harris, Hodgson and Snapper, 2004), might become more so, or even worse, non-existent. It may well be that this remains the case for some time, despite the Carter Review (DfE, 2015) which recommends that universities consider introducing bridge modules that connect undergraduate content with that which beginning teachers would be expected to know in order to teach aspects of the secondary curriculum, presumably including some significant linguistic content.

Given this low subject knowledge and inadequate teacher training in linguistics in the UK, it is perhaps not surprising that many English teachers shy away from and feel anxious about integrating what might be seen as ‘language’ work into the literature classroom. However, these anxieties are often rooted in deep misunderstanding of what ‘language work’ might be and how this might be developed alongside literary study. Many teachers associate language work with correctness, standards and rules (e.g. Cushing 2019), with grammar teaching in particular often seen as ‘dull’ and ‘threatening’ (Watson, 2012; 2015). In contrast, influential work by Myhill, Jones and Watson (2012) demonstrates that contextualized grammar teaching can have a positive benefit on both student outcomes and their metalinguistic understanding. This kind of
pedagogical grammar, which has many parallels with stylistics, has long been a feature of schools in other countries. For example: in Australia in the form of genre theory (see Christie, 2010; Rose and Martin, 2012); in the USA in the form of rhetorical grammar (see Hancock and Kolln, 2010), and in Spain, with work on metalinguistic knowledge and writing (Fontich, 2016) (see also Locke (2010), for a range of international perspectives on grammar teaching). Whilst there is no research comparing contextualised grammar pedagogies across different countries, the principles of these pedagogies remain consistent, principles which resonate with the pedagogy we argue for in this paper.

3. Cognitive stylistics as a tool for teaching

The study of language and literature are brought together in the discipline of stylistics, a field which is concerned with the ways in which texts are produced, received and evaluated, and which draws on the most current and relevant insights from linguistics. One sub-field, cognitive stylistics, draws on cognitive linguistics to examine the relationship between texts and literary production and interpretation.

Stylisticians aim to overcome a perceived inherent problem in impressionistic responses to literature by ensuring their analyses are ‘rigorous, replicable and retrievable’ (Simpson, 2014: 4). Since stylisticians work at the interface of linguistics and literary study, they reject many of the ways that English has been carved up into compartmentalised areas of study, and instead aim to see and develop meaningful connections within the subject as a whole (see Giovanelli, 2014). Indeed, stylisticians have always been interested in the value of a pedagogy based on integration rather than separation (see Hall, 2017 for a developed discussion) which has led to considerable work in applied linguistic approaches to literary study (Pope, 1995; Carter, 1996; Stockwell, 2007).

In this paper, we argue that a pedagogy for teaching literature informed by the cognitive stylistic grammar Text World Theory can be useful for teachers, in light of the contextual, theoretical and practical issues that we have outlined in previous sections. The vignettes that follow in sections 5 and 6 provide concrete examples of how we have worked with teachers in the UK using Text World Theory in our own research. We begin, however, with a more general overview of some of the features and merits of a literary pedagogy in the classroom that is informed by a cognitive linguistic approach.

We believe that one of the benefits of cognitive linguistics, and consequently cognitive stylistics, for teaching is that it places equal emphases on the mental and the experiential, emphasising the status of language as a social phenomenon that is fundamentally shaped by our human-specific bodies. As Tyler (2012, p. 28) argues, language is always filtered through our ‘species-specific neural and anatomical architecture’, and therefore a version of reality is constructed that is informed both by our human affordances and by our interaction with the social and physical world. Thus, language is viewed not as an autonomous entity that is acquired in a unique manner but, rather, as one of a number of inter-related cognitive functions we use to make sense of our surroundings and experiences. Language is usage-based, learnt through situated use, is largely embodied, and draws on spatial perception to provide a structure for cognition and language (for more detailed discussion see Giovanelli, [2014]).

Using principles from cognitive linguistics as a background for classroom practice has proven to be most effective for learners in L2 contexts both within and outside of the UK. For example,
Tyler (2012) outlines how L2 learners developed a much better and quicker understanding of modality when the phenomenon was taught using visual representations to model the different types of modal force. These findings have been replicated in studies on prepositions (Evans and Tyler, 2004; Tyler, Mueller and Ho, 2010), metaphor (Littlemore and Low, 2006), vocabulary (Boers and Lindstromberg, 2005), and conditionals (Dolgova Jacobsen, 2018). The scope of cognitive linguistics’ influence on L2 can also be seen in the readers and handbooks that have appeared over the last few years: see for example Robinson and Ellis (2008); Littlemore (2009); Tyler (2012); Holme (2009). There has been, however, little serious attempt to apply some of these principles to L1 contexts in the UK (see Giovanelli, 2014 for an exception) although there is emerging work examining the potential of cognitive linguistics within pedagogical stylistics (for example, Cushing, 2018a; Giovanelli, 2010, 2014, 2016, 2017; Giovanelli and Mason, 2015).

The integrated approach that we are advocating is one where the teacher uses knowledge about language to inform their own classroom practice, their pedagogical decisions and their planning and resources, rather than explicitly teach linguistic content per se. This distinction is neatly captured in Carter’s differentiating of ‘teaching linguistics’ and ‘having linguistics as a foundation for classroom language teaching’ (1982, p. 8). In a similar way, Halliday (2002) draws on the distinction between grammatics and grammar whereby the former becomes the study of the latter in the same way that linguistics (the study of the phenomenon) is distinguished from language (the phenomenon) (Halliday, 2002, p. 386). Within a pedagogical context, grammatics becomes an enabling framing schema for teachers to use ‘grammar to think with’ (Halliday, 2002, p. 416) offering a contextualised way of informing pedagogical design and allowing the teacher to take on the role of researcher in the classroom (Liamkina and Ryshina-Pankova, 2002), drawing on and using knowledge about language to develop and reflect on their own practice. We therefore argue for a ‘cognitive grammatics’ (Giovanelli, 2016) in the form of a cognitive pedagogical stylistics that is geared towards serving learners and teachers in the classroom.

4. Text World Theory

Text World Theory (Werth, 1999; Gavins, 2007) has important implications for literary reader-response, because it foregrounds the creative nature of reading and the active, autonomous role of the reader. In Text World Theory, participants (writers/readers and speakers/listeners) negotiate rich mental representations of language known as text-worlds, based on the shared and private knowledge between them, and triggered by linguistic content. Meanings are made through an interaction of text and reader: texts project worlds, and readers construct worlds. As a result, meanings are not fixed but dynamic and situational, created by readers who draw on their prior experiences and knowledge of the actual world. Although Text World Theory stresses the importance of participant knowledge and context, the ‘principle of text-drivenness’ (Werth, 1999, p. 149) prescribes that it is the text itself that determines the degree of background knowledge participants draw on when engaging in discourse. It is this principle that marks Text World Theory as a model which can account for how readers draw on contextual information and knowledge in a rigorous and systematic way.

Text World Theory architecture operates on three embedded conceptual levels: the discourse-world, the text-world and world-switches. Text-world theorists make use of diagrams to show the contents and relationships between these levels. These are shown in Figure 1.
The discourse-world is the ‘situational context surrounding the speech event itself’ (Werth, 1999, p. 83), the immediate temporal and spatial surroundings in which language event takes place. This level of Text World Theory then, is concerned with the complexities of situational uses of language and is the entry point to any text-world analysis.

Text-worlds are mental representations of language that are negotiated by participants and created through a combination of linguistic content and background knowledge (Werth, 1999, pp. 180-190). Text-worlds are always embedded within a discourse-world, indicating the importance of how contextual information shapes language use and interpretation. In terms of linguistic content, text-worlds are constructed from world-building elements and function-advancing propositions. World-builders specify the physical, temporal and spatial properties of a text-world, marked through tensed verbs, prepositions, adverbs, noun phrases, pronouns and instances of deixis. Function-advancers (typically verbs) propel narratives forward, creating dynamism and movement within text-worlds.

World-switches occur when linguistic content triggers departures from the original text-world, through a shift in time or space and consequently demands that we shift our attention to a new text-world complete with different deictic parameters. World-switches are typically marked by flashbacks/flashforwards, metaphor, negation, imperatives or modalised constructions.

Recent work has seen a growing interest in the application of Text World Theory as a pedagogical tool that is suitable for use in schools with teachers and young readers. This work has demonstrated how Text World Theory can be actualised by teachers in terms of teaching specific grammatical constructions (Cushing, 2018a), developing meta-reflective skills during reading and drawing on discourse-world knowledge to support literary criticism (Giovanelli, 2016, 2017), tracking world-shifts across literary discourse (Giovanelli, 2010, 2014) and as a tool for facilitating creative writing (Scott, 2016).

A text-world pedagogy is therefore characterised by a number of guiding principles. It emphasises the social, functional and cognitive nature of language, presenting grammar not as a list of abstract rules, but as a series of consciously chosen meaning-making patterns. Such patterns have the capacity to build fictional worlds in the minds of readers, worlds that are fleshed out by the unique background knowledge that a reader brings to a text. Meta-reflective discussion and interpretation of these worlds brings together rigorous linguistic analysis and critical responses to literature.

5. Case studies

In the following sections, we present two case studies that show how we have worked with teachers in the UK to bring Text World Theory into the classroom. In our discussion, we stress
the collaborative nature of the research, since our attempts to re-contextualise the grammar with a consideration for the local needs of teachers and students meant working closely with teachers in co-designing teaching materials and allowing space and time for personal reflection throughout the process.

5.1. Students

This section explores student engagement with literature as a result of a text-world pedagogy. The data is from a series of lessons on Marianne Moore’s poem *A Jelly-Fish* (Moore, 1959):

*A Jelly-Fish*

Visible, invisible,
   a fluctuating charm
an amber-tinctured amethyst
   inhabits it, your arm
approaches and it opens
   and it closes; you had meant
to catch it and it quivers;
you abandon your intent.

In the poem, world-building elements project a rich text-world, mostly in the form of noun phrases such as a jelly-fish, fluctuating charm and amber-tinctured amethyst. Function-advancing propositions, mostly in the form of present tense simple verbs such as inhabits, approaches, opens and quivers add a sense of dynamism to the text-world. Readers are invited to further construct a text-world by drawing on their own discourse-world knowledge of oceans and sea creatures. For example, in my own reading, the jelly-fish floats rather mysteriously against an ocean scene full of life, despite such detail not being explicitly present in the text. Furthermore, use of the second-person pronoun you and the possessive determiner your has the effect of immersing the reader into the text-world themselves, blurring the boundary between discourse-world and text-world. The feeling of ‘toggling’ and movement across world levels is well documented in Text World Theory, and commonly referred to as edgework (Segal, 1995). The teachers involved wished to capitalise on such potential effects of the poem, and we worked collaboratively to design the materials, producing the following set of activities:

1. Students are shown a copy of the poem without the title. Individual readings of the poem and group discussions as to what kind of text-world is triggered, and why.

2. Teacher reveals the title of poem, generating discussion around how and why text-worlds have changed as a result of new information.

3. Students sketch the new text-world and write justifications for this. Compare images in groups and explain the world-building process to each other.
4. Whole class discussion of readerly interpretations and the sense of immersion that the poem evokes, with a focus on the second-person pronoun and possessive determiners.

The following sections explore the process of world-building, and the discussions of reader immersion.

5.2 World-building

The title of the poem is a key world-builder, and a neat way of demonstrating the world-building process to students was to only show the title after students had discussed what they thought the poem was describing. The responses from students were imaginative and varied: some thought of concrete nouns such as doors, butterflies and jewels, and some thought of more abstract concepts such as hopes and dreams. Some students thought it might be a jelly-fish, but this was not assigned a ‘correct’ answer by the teacher, in order to background the idea of literary texts having ‘right or wrong’ answers. During these discussions, it was striking to see a high level of student engagement, with students offering reflective comments on the world-building process. Because students were asked to focus their attention on the kinds of images their own minds were conjuring up, they were able to enjoy the opportunity to reflect on the experience of the reading process itself. After this discussion, the title of the poem, was revealed, with one teacher (Rosie) asking students to consciously reflect on their own text-world construction and modification whilst still legitimatising the personal response that the pedagogy encouraged:

Rosie: right (.) the poem is missing its title (.) ok and all of those answers you’ve just given me are valid because they’ve come from you as a reader (.) ok let’s see the title and think when I do this how your text-worlds change as a result (.) ok ready?

As a result of new information being incremented into the discourse, students’ responses were then geared around their own experiential discourse-world knowledge of oceans and associative memories. For example, Stephen reported his updated text-world in the following way:

so now my text-world includes a jelly-fish (.) it’s sort of transparent but a slight purple glow to it (.) and has tentacles like kind of ribbons swaying behind it (.) I remember I saw one on holiday just like it (.) and it’s kind of coming towards me

Text World Theory handles significant changes to text-world structures as world-repair or world-replacement (Gavins, 2007, pp. 141-142). In these processes, readers update or replace the content of an existing text-world as a result of new discourse-world information. Text-worlds are rarely static, reflecting the dynamic nature of human communication as participants increment new information into their mental representations.

Stephen’s response also highlights the creative nature of reading and the way that linguistic meaning is encyclopedic and experientially based. He clearly does a lot of work in constructing the text-world: him reporting that objects within the text-world are ‘sort of
transparent’ and have a ‘slight purple glow to it’ are not world-building information explicitly encoded in the text itself, but constitute information added in via his own discourse-world knowledge relating to lexical domains such as OCEANS and SEA CREATURES. He also draws on personal memories of embodied experiences to help flesh out his own unique text-world, as he ‘remember(s) I saw one on holiday just like it’, helping to foster a meaningful relationship with the text and foreground a personal response that is given ‘validity’ within the classroom. These kinds of intertextual comments were highly frequent over the lessons, and such comments are important in helping students to develop personal connections with literary texts. As explained earlier, stylistics and reader-response theories advocate that personal responses are a critical part of experiencing literature, often framed as a ‘transaction’ between text, author and reader (e.g. Rosenblatt, 1978; see also Benton, 1988). Text World Theory advocates a similar position, with the discourse-world acting as a filter for a reader’s knowledge, which is then fed into text-world construction.

In the next task, students sketched images to represent their text-worlds and the role that discourse-world knowledge played. The use of images as a teaching tool is well documented (Benton, 1992, 2000; Giovanelli, 2016, 2017), in terms of the affordances they offer. Images allow for the material expression of abstract thoughts, as well as a useful way of explicitly showing the world-building process in what Giovanelli (2014, p. 43) calls an ‘embodied learning activity’. Crucially, such multi-modal responses are done so whilst being accountable to the text. Figure 2 is a visual representation of Stephen’s text-world:

![Figure 2: Stephen’s visual representation](image)

Stephen’s drawing shows a high level of engagement with the text, demonstrating how NP world-builders (jelly-fish; hand; amber-tinted) fed into the construction of his text-world. The inclusion of his own arm and hand in the drawing reflects the conceptual effect of the second-person you, inviting Stephen into the text-world as a participant himself and demonstrating an explicit awareness of how writers manipulate perspective and vantage points in language. Present also are traces of his own discourse-world knowledge of oceans, adding extra-textual detail such as bubbles and underwater light quality, presumably based on his own experiences of the sea as discussed earlier.

What the above discussion has shown then, is that students make explicit connections between text and context, assembling this knowledge together in order to make meaningful connections with a literary experience. Framed through the workings of an applied cognitive linguistic pedagogy, this provides students and teachers with a set of metalinguistic terms and pedagogical principles for discussing how texts construct meanings and conceptual effects in the minds of readers.
5.3 A text-world grammar pedagogy

The metaphor of READING IS TRANSPORTATION is often used to talk about the experiences of being ‘lost’ or ‘immersed’ inside a novel (e.g. Gerrig, 1993). Across the verbal and written discussions of A Jelly-Fish, students drew on this metaphor to describe the feeling of being physically within the fictional world of the poem. Traces of this are evident in Stephen’s verbal and visual response above – the clause ‘it’s kind of coming towards me’ and the inclusion of his own arm and hand in Figure 2 suggest that he feels part of the text-world itself. This kind of feeling was echoed by other students in their verbal and visual responses, and the conceptual phenomenon of the TRANSPORTATION metaphor formed an extended discussion across the lessons. For instance, the exchange between Rosie (the teacher) and Georgie (a student) demonstrates students starting to try and account for the conceptual sense of immersion that the poem evoked:

Georgie: I think (.) it’s weird it’s like (.) it’s like I’m there (.) like I’m in the poem
Rosie: ok and why do you think that? how do you feel that?
Georgie: it says your arm (.) and you reach out (.) so it’s me doing those things
Rosie: and so where are you?
Georgie: I’m there (.) I’m underwater

As another example, Megan reported that she felt the text had a physical hold over her, using negation (‘you can’t really choose’; ‘there’s nothing you can do about it’) to indicate she was being constrained by the immersive power of the text:

Megan: it means you can’t really choose what happens like your arm approaches it and you can’t really imagine anyone else’s
Rosie: so what are you seeing at this point?
Megan: erm well you’re put in the position and you’re part of the story there’s nothing you can do about it

Following discussions about the felt readerly experience of immersion, the teachers asked students to try and account for this in terms of the grammatical structures of the text. This ensured that students’ responses were grounded in not just a ‘conceptual effect’, but in close textual analysis, in accordance with the principles of cognitive stylistics:

Rosie: ok so words that make you feel like you are part of the poem are what? and what types of words are they?
Megan: well this poem talks to me in the second person (.) it uses the word you so it talks to you so that’s what the feeling of you in the poem is (.) it’s the pronoun that does it I think

Rosie: any others? any other words which make you feel like you are in there?

Megan: your arm (.) it’s the your (.) a determiner

The insistence that cognitive stylistics places on combining reader-responses with linguistic detail to account for the reading experience offers a powerful pedagogy for the teaching of literary language in schools. Aligning reader-response within cognitive linguistics provides a way of accounting for the conceptual experiences of reading, where students employ the use of metalinguistic terminology as an enabling ‘tool’ to explain their own ideas.

As mentioned in Section 5.1, participants in a discourse world have the potential to feel they are part of a text-world itself. The second-person pronoun is particularly productive in enabling this since it may point to discourse-world reader and text-world enactor at the same time, a phenomenon known as double deixis (Herman, 1994). Crucially, because the concept of immersion had been discussed first, the students’ attention was focused on readerly effects and responses to the poem as opposed to grammatical terminology. We believe this order of approaching texts is useful in that it can avoid simple ‘feature-spotting’, where students are asked to extract grammatical features without exploring meaning. An alternative way to teach the poem would have been for the teacher to first signal out the importance of the second-person pronoun and then discuss the concepts behind it, but this would have potentially foregrounded grammatical meta-language over genuine responses, and potentially disrupted what Giovanelli and Mason (2015) call an ‘authentic’ reading of a text. Instead, it was only after students were comfortable with the concept of immersion that grammatical terminology was introduced. Importantly, this was done by the students themselves, with an emphasis on the connections between reader-responses and grammatical choices. Such a method therefore represents what Giovanelli (2014, pp. 7-8) calls a ‘concept-led’ grammar pedagogy, where students are able to explain and account for their literary responses by using supportive and descriptive metalanguage. Whilst we are not downplaying the important of metalanguage –indeed, this is a requirement of doing stylistics – we argue that the use of metalanguage must be grounded in a wider context of reader-response. This, we suggest, deepens student understanding of grammar and the nature of reading itself.

6. Teachers

The following vignette explores the impact taking a Text World Theory approach to the classroom had on one secondary teacher. The teacher in question was Laura, who had been teaching for 3 years, and at the time of the research was teaching in a 11-18 secondary school in the south of the UK. Laura had completed an undergraduate degree in English Literature with some limited focus on linguistics and language, and was interested in developing her subject knowledge and expertise.

The researcher and Laura worked with a Year 7 class developing a text-worlds pedagogy for the teaching of poetic form, style and point of view in William Carlos Williams’ much anthologised poem ‘The red wheelbarrow’ (Williams, 1923). Full details of the teaching activities can be found in Giovanelli (2016).
6.1. Recontextualising Text World Theory and working with teachers

A key challenge for the researcher working with a practitioner is to avoid the unhelpful practice of simply handing over ideas, whereby the practitioner remains an outsider divorced from the practice of knowledge creation as simply ‘the one who spreads other people’s butter’ (Geer, 1966, p. 37). Furthermore the re-contextualisation of any linguistic theory into classroom practice demands careful consideration of how the teacher’s expertise in the classroom can be used to transfer rather abstract principles into specific classroom pedagogy and practice. Where teaching programmes in the UK such as Language in the National Curriculum (LINC), which began in 1989 but was then abandoned before publication in 1991, and the Secondary National Strategy materials (DfEE, 2001) have been introduced on a grander scale, the dissemination models have made it difficult for teachers to translate such abstractions into a viable classroom practice (Ellis and Briggs, 2011).

The research drew on the model of researcher and practitioner co-construction (Gravani, 2008) which highlights the role of research users adopting and validating knowledge in a classroom context and engaging in dissemination in a practical context (Gravani, 2008, p. 657). The researcher’s role was to introduce and discuss some of the parameters of the Text World Theory model, to discuss the appropriateness and usefulness of the model for Laura’s teaching and to support with any theoretical questions where necessary. As the practitioner and expert, Laura was responsible for developing the teaching resources and lesson delivery. The discussion and analysis that follows is based on field notes and interviews with Laura before and after teaching.

6.2 Responding to the pedagogy

This shared work began with Laura reading the leading reference book in the field (Gavins, 2007) and some shared discussion both face to face and via email and Skype. This initial discussion lasted for about 6 months. Over that time, Laura and the researcher also discussed some emergent work that had explored the potential for Text World Theory as a foundation for classroom activities (e.g. Giovanelli, 2010) together with some key work in reader response theory (e.g. Rosenblatt, 1978). She also examined some of the arguments in Giovanelli and Mason (2015), in particular the notions of manufactured and authentic readings and how teachers may divert attention towards specific aspects of a text and privilege certain interpretations through the process of pre-figuring (Giovanelli and Mason, 2015, p. 46).

Laura was particularly interested in the potential for a grammatical framework like Text World Theory to support the teaching of poetry. At the time the research was taking place, reform of GCSE qualifications (taken by 16 year-olds in England) had taken place and new specifications were being evaluated by teachers in preparation for teaching the following academic year. In Laura’s school, the radical changes to the specifications, including an emphasis on canonical literary texts and learning quotations meant that her department were considering how best to incorporate GCSE texts into the lower school programme of study. Such curriculum reform, and the consequent pressures on teachers, should also be understood in the context of the culture of accountability that exists in secondary schools. As Ball (2003: 216) suggests, ‘teachers…[may] find their values challenged or displaced by the terrors of performativity’ (216) so that ‘teaching to the test’ becomes the norm. In the context of literature teaching, this may yield more homogenous and less creative responses from students (Benton, 1999; Dymoke, 2002, 2012). Xerri’s (2013) interviews with teachers and students shows how a vicious circle can operate in classrooms where teachers feel pressurised into providing
‘meanings’ of poetry, and students are fearful of developing their own responses. Instead the teacher is viewed as a ‘gatekeeper to meaning’ (2013, p. 135). In this pedagogical model, the quest for a ‘right answer’ can mean that responses are often concerned with finding information about a poem rather than engaging in the clumsy and uncertain world of shaping and reshaping meaning through reading, discussion and re-reading; in other words, students can view the reading of literature as an ‘efferent’ rather than an ‘aesthetic’ experience (Rosenblatt, 1978, p. 23).

6.3 Using Text World Theory

It was interesting to observe Laura’s thoughts on how working with Text World Theory had made her think about teaching poetry, and how the process had made her reflect on her identity as a practitioner, particularly as someone from a literature background working in an applied linguistic tradition.

I was interested in how I could learn about the process of reading, to learn about how I could come to teach it better because I don’t know how to teach reading. As a secondary school teacher there’s so much that we don’t know because we expect them to arrive with the skills [from primary school] and they don’t unfortunately so that is what interested me.

Laura’s comments here reflect on the usefulness of the Text World Theory model in the context of her own status as a practitioner expected to further support the development of independent reading skills in her students and highlight a tension that she feels was evident in her own practice. She construes a text-world informed pedagogy as a process and further discussion highlighted how she valued its central focuses on importance of schematic knowledge in the construction of meaning and the ways in which words trigger different kinds of knowledge as facilitating the teacher to consider how best she might draw on this in her planning. In her discussions with the researcher, Laura had frequently commented about her anxiety over her approach to the teaching of literary response, particularly with regards to the amount of contextual information she relayed to students. She understood that there was clearly knowledge that students needed to access in order to make sense of poems but was keen to consider the extent to which a teacher be responsible for introducing this, and where in the teaching such intervention should occur. For example, Laura’s reading and understanding of the types of knowledge participants will hold in the discourse-world had led her to limit the amount of biographical detail and notes on imagist poetry that she relayed to students so as to allow them to develop their initial responses without being influenced by this information. Later she fed the information into activities together with further details such as an extract from ‘Seventy years deep’ (Williams 1954), an article in which Williams gave his own account of his influences for ‘The red wheelbarrow’. This staging of contextual detail allowed Laura to reflect on her own role as an expert reader with a much richer narrative schema (Mason, 2016) than her students and the implications of this for pedagogy. As Laura noted:
From a teaching point of view drawing on Text World Theory as a way of thinking about planning helped. Less is more in a way and it’s how and when you put it [context] in that’s important.

Such an approach also drew attention to the resources that students bring to the classroom and how adopting an asset-based approach as a practitioner could avoid some of the pitfalls of inherent in assuming positioning the teacher as the sole authority and legitimator of meaning in the classroom.

It’s good to use with a text like Macbeth where we have a lot of knowledge and they have very little, or so we think. So if you gave them an extract, it would be nice to see what they actually made of it rather than…because I would normally just go straight in and assume that they know nothing and actually when I then read their essays back it’s me, it’s not them.

Laura also commented on how she felt that Text World Theory’s layered architecture offered a very useful platform for teaching narrative point of view. The opening line of ‘The red wheelbarrow’, ‘So much depends’ is usually understood by readers as representing direct speech of some kind. Since in Text World Theory terms any direct speech represents a world-switch from an initial text-world, a text-world analysis automatically raises questions about the narrative perspective adopted in both the original world and the world-switch. In her teaching of the poem, Laura was able to draw on this to encourage students to consider perspective in the poem. On the one hand, some students assigned the direct speech to an unnamed character in the fictional world; in this instance, the identifying of an original text-world became a platform for the students to explore a possible backstory, to intervene (Pope, 1995) so as to explore possible gaps, marginalised voices and alternative construals. On the other hand, some students were keen to view the words as the voice of the poet himself and consequently viewed the first line simply as a projecting a text-world that contains the poet-narrator’s point of view. These two alternative readings, outlined in Figure 3, allowed Laura to examine some quite complex aspects of point of view and encourage students to explore the hierarchy of perspectives that exist between author, narrator and character.

![Figure 3: Alternative readings of point of view in ‘The red wheelbarrow’](image-url)
This was particularly useful reflecting on how students’ own discourse-world knowledge might justify assigning point of view: for example the extent to which students chose to authorise Williams’ own story in ‘Seventy years deep’ to support their decisions. As Laura remarked:

*I think it’s valuable in teaching terms like narrator, not to teach just the term but to get them to think along the lines of how viewpoint is controlled and expressed in verse. I don’t think they’d get it otherwise as easily, it’s too much, it’s [Text World Theory] a way in.*

6.4 Linguistics and teacher identity

In initial discussions Laura had expressed some fear and anxiety over her ability to work with a linguistic model on the classroom yet one of the driving forces for being involved on the research in the first place was to develop her knowledge of linguistics so as to improve her subject knowledge generally. Over the course of her reading, discussing, planning and teaching, Laura had been to keep a record of her feelings related to herself as a teacher and following the teaching, she summarised her thoughts:

*I’ve never been very good at language. Literature I find easy but language I always found too scientific and too difficult. It never really computed with me. I was initially worried about what I could do. I needed to read the whole thing [Gavins, 2007] to really get a sense of what I was doing. I tried to cheat a little bit because I felt anxious, can I get away with just reading bits but I couldn’t make sense of it so I pushed myself to start at the beginning and that initial fear turned into interest when it started to make sense, by chapter 4. And now I have a whole new terminology that I feel comfortable using. When I started to think about using it, I couldn't see how the kids would get it but now I can see how this [Text World Theory] has made me think about my teaching and how I support students. It’s moved me on, I wouldn’t be able to teach some of these things before this work: it [Text World Theory] has given me a tool to think about how I teach and what’s useful. I think the process has really helped me understand and be less worried about grammar.*

The professional identity of teachers can be viewed as a complex phenomenon that involves a dynamic, constantly evolving sense of self that is measured against a previous iteration so as to provide a sense of progression (Clarke, 2008; Beauchamp and Thomas, 2009) that is situational in so far as it is informed by external factors (MacLure, 1993). In this instance, Laura’s own sense of identity as an English teacher appears to have undergone considerable change, moving from a fear of language work, to an understanding of the need to approach such work carefully and critically, to an understanding of the value of what and how a pedagogy informed by a contemporary cognitive linguistic framework can offer her as a teacher. Laura’s reflections thus provide an example of how Text World Theory can work as a cognitive grammatics.

7. Conclusion

Our research suggests that Text World Theory may offer teachers a usable and innovative way of thinking about how language and the nature of literary response works. Although our work is
focused in a UK context – which we believe to be important, given the current dynamics in grammar teaching – we see no reason why the approach should not be adopted and examined in other international settings including those that already have a rich history of working within applied and functional dimensions of language study and integrated work. Whilst the work in this paper is limited to two case studies, the activities and data provide evidence of meaningful, enabling and contextualised work by young children, underpinned by key principles from stylistics. As such, we suggest that this way of thinking about literature teaching and about the integration of the subject more broadly has implications for English. The text-worlds approach we have examined in this article supports the following broader set of principles that we believe should underpin integrated work in the classroom:

- A students’ first exposure to a text should be geared around the primacy of the reading experience.
- Interpretations and responses to texts should be made with close reference to the text.
- Grammar should be taught in context, in relation to authentic texts.
- Students should be given the tools to discuss grammatical structures in reference to their meaning-making capacity and their potential to create effects in the minds of readers.
- Metalanguage should be used, but only as a means of enabling a more systematic analyses.

Finally, this article adds to the rapidly growing interest in using Text World Theory as a pedagogical grammar and builds on the wealth of work on using cognitive linguistics in various L2 contexts in applying these principles to the L1 literature classroom. We believe that the findings and ideas from this research are likely to be generalizable to practitioners who are willing to develop their own linguistic subject knowledge, take a broader, more integrated view of English as a subject, and reframe their professional identities as teachers.
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